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Abstract: The electrical properties of self-assembled monolayers (SAMs) on a gold surface have been
explored to address the relation between the conductance of a molecule and its electronic structure. We
probe interfacial electron transfer processes, particularly those involving electroactive groups, of SAMs of
thiolates on Au by using shear force-based scanning probe microscopy (SPM) combined with current-
voltage (i-V) and current-distance (i-d) measurements. Peak-shaped i-V curves were obtained for the
nitro- and amino-based SAMs studied here. Peak-shaped cathodic i-V curves for nitro-based SAMs were
observed at negative potentials in both forward and reverse scans and were used to define the threshold
tip bias, VTH, for electric conduction. For a SAM of 2′,5′-dinitro-4,4′-bis(phenylethynyl)-1-benzenethiolate,
VII, VTH was nearly independent of the tip material [Ir, Pt, Ir-Pt (20-80%), Pd, Ni, Au, Ag, In]. For all of the
SAMs studied, the current decreased exponentially with increasing distance, d, between tip and substrate.
The exponential attenuation factors (â values) were lower for the nitro-based SAMs studied here, as
compared with alkylthiol-based SAMs. Both VTH and â of the nitro-based SAMs also depended strongly on
the molecular headgroup on the end benzene ring addressed by the tip. Finally, we confirmed the “memory”
effect observed for nitro-based SAMs. For mixed SAMs of VII and hexadecanethiol, I, the fraction of the
charge collected in the negative tip bias region that can be read out at a positive tip bias on reverse scan
(up to 38%) depended on the film composition and decreased with an increasing fraction of I, suggesting
that lateral electron hopping among molecules of VII occurs in the vicinity of the tip.

Introduction

Understanding how electrons flow through organic molecules
is important in several areas: rationalizing electron transfer in
organic and biological molecules; fabricating molecular elec-
tronic devices such as organic light-emitting devices (LED),
memory devices, or field-effect transistors (FET); and develop-
ing single-molecule and single-electron devices.1 One preferred
approach for the assembly of molecules into devices and their
connection to the macroscopic world relies on molecular self-
assembly, such as self-assembled monolayers (SAMs).2 Covalent
attachment to metal or semiconductor surfaces can be achieved

readily. Advances in modern synthetic supramolecular chemistry
offer a huge range of molecular structures with different
properties. Recent developments in device fabrication techniques
and different experimental approaches allow single or a small
group of molecules to be manipulated and investigated elec-
tronically.3 Among them, solid-state metal-insulator-metal
(MIM) 4 junction and scanning probe microscopy (SPM)5 related
techniques have frequently been used to study ultrathin films
of organic materials.

Several groups have used SPM to probe tunneling across
molecules in thin organic films.6 By using conducting-probe
AFM (CP-AFM),7 Frisbie and co-workers measuredi-V curves
for SAMs of alkanethiols on Au, and Rawlett and co-workers
studied the negative differential resistance (NDR) effect1 for
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molecules containing an electroactive nitro moiety.8 Recently
developed simplified models for electron tunneling across
molecules in MIM junctions relate the current with distance,d,
according to eq 1.9

in which â is a structure-dependent attenuation factor that was
originally introduced to describe the extent of wave function
mixing between the molecule and the two metal contacts.

Recently we reported results on the molecular electrical
properties of SAMs of several compounds of interest in
molecular electronics by using a tuning fork-based SPM
technique combined withi-V and i-d measurements, for
characterization and screening of compounds in an inert
atmosphere.10 We reported the effects of electroactive substituent
groups on the central benzene ring of oligo(phenylene ethy-
nylene)s (OPEs) and oligophenylenes (OPs) and the molecular
wire backbone on their electric properties, and charge storage
on nitro-based molecules.10 In this paper we extend this earlier
work and report systematic studies of interfacial electron transfer
processes across SAMs of 2′-nitro-4,4′-bis(phenylethynyl)-1-
benzenethiolate with different headgroups. We also studied the
effect of different tip materials on electric conduction of SAMs
of compoundVII . In addition, we confirm the previously
proposed model for charge storage in nitro-based SAMs by
studies of mixed monolayers ofI and VII that suggests that
the “memory” effect we observed is mainly associated with
lateral electron hopping rather than with the stochastic switching
observed for metal/molecule junctions.11

Experimental Section

Materials. The syntheses of the compounds (Chart 1) have been
described elsewhere.1,12 The gold substrate was prepared by cutting a
single-crystal silicon wafer into a 6× 16 mm2 sheet, which was then
cleaned for 30 min in a hot (40°C), fresh acidic hydrogen peroxide
(3:1 H2SO4/H2O2, v/v) solution. It was then rinsed with flowing distilled
water, EtOH, and acetone and dried in flowing ultrahigh-purity N2 gas.
The gold films were deposited by thermal evaporation of 200 nm thick

Au onto the Si sheets with a 25 nm Cr adhesion layer at a rate of 1 Å/s
under a vacuum of 2× 10-6 Torr. The gold samples were finally stored
in a N2 atmosphere. Before use, the gold substrates were cleaned by a
UV/O3 cleaner (Boekel Industries, Inc., model 135500) for 10 min to
remove organic contamination. After ultrasonic cleaning in EtOH for
20 min to remove the resulting gold oxide layer, the Au substrates
were then rinsed with EtOH and acetone and then dried in flowing N2.
This procedure was confirmed to provide a clean, reproducible gold
surface.13

Methylene chloride was distilled from calcium hydride. Tetrahy-
drofuran was distilled from sodium/benzophenone ketyl. All other
chemicals were used as received without further purification.

SAM Preparation. SAMs were prepared by two reliable and
reproducible methods: base promoted and acid promoted assemblies.14

In the base-promoted technique, the compound (1 mg) was dissolved
in a corresponding solvent, e.g., EtOH, THF, or a mixture of acetone/
MeOH (2:1, v/v), in a 4 mLvial to a concentration of about 0.5 mM.
Concentrated NH4OH (10 µL) was then added, and the mixture was
incubated for 10 min to deprotect the thiolacetyl group. Addition of an
excess of NH4OH (e.g., 40µL) will lead to precipitation. A 200µL
sample of acetone/MeOH solution of 0.3 mM Cs2CO3 was also used
for the deprotection. A clean gold substrate was then immersed into
the solution at room temperature for a period of 20-24 h.

In the acid-promoted method, the compound (1 mg) was dissolved
in a solvent mixture of CH2Cl2/MeOH (2:1 by volume) in a 4 mLvial.
Concentrated H2SO4 (50-70µL) was then added, and the solution was
incubated for 1-4 h to deprotect the thiolacetyl moiety. A clean gold
substrate was then immersed into the solution at room temperature for
a period of 20-24 h. All the solutions were freshly prepared, previously
purged with N2 for an oxygen-free environment, and kept in the dark
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during immersion to avoid photo-oxidation. After the assembly, the
samples were removed from the solutions, rinsed thoroughly with
methanol, acetone, and CH2Cl2, and finally blown dry with N2. Usually
the SAMs of compoundsIV and VII were prepared under acidic
conditions, while the others were prepared using the basic condition.

Mixed SAMs consisting of compoundsI andVII were prepared by
immersing clean Au substrates in mixed solutions containing the two
molecules at different ratios for a period of 18 h. CompoundVII was
deprotected by the acid-promoted method as described above before
mixing with the moleculeI .

Apparatus and Measurements.Monolayer thickness was deter-
mined using either a Rudolph series 431A ellipsometer or a Gaertner
LSE ellipsometer. The He-Ne laser (632.8 nm) light was incident at
70° on the sample. Measurements were carried out before and
immediately after monolayer adsorption. The length of the molecular
wire was calculated from the sulfur atom to the furthest proton for the
minimum energy extended forms by molecular mechanics. As reported
by Tour et al.,15 an nf value of 1.55 andkf ) 0 were assumed for all
the film thickness calculations and the Au-S-C bond angle was
assumed to be linear at 0.24 nm for the Au-S bond length. The OPE
system has a tilt angle of the long molecular axis of<20° from the
normal to the substrate surface, which will give a maximum of∼6%
decrease in thickness as compared to that calculated on the basis of a
vertical linear Au-S-C bond angle. The variation of this calculated
thickness is less than the error in the ellipsometric measurement (5-
10%). Sabataniet al.16 also assumed that all thioaromatic monolayers
studied had annf of 1.5 and were transparent (kf ) 0 at wavelength
632.8 nm) and that the original refractive index of gold substrate was
not altered by the adsorbed layer. A variation ofnf between 1.4 and
1.6 does not significantly change the thickness measured.

The principle of this experiment is shown in Figure 1. Electrical
contact to one side of the SAM was made directly by the Au layer.
Thei-V andi-d curves were measured with a tuning fork-based SPM17

constructed on the basis of the procedures reported previously by Karrai
and Grober.18 A constant current suppression of a few tenths of pA
was sometimes used to correct for the offset of the current amplifier.
A sharpened metal (Ir, Pt, Ir-Pt (20-80%), Pd, Au, Ag, or Ni) wire
(100-500 µm diameter) serving as the tip is glued along the side of
one of the prongs of a quartz crystal tuning fork. An In tip was grown
on a sharpened Ir-Pt tip by immersing and then pulling it slowly from
a molten indium drop. The indium-coated tip was then examined under
an optical microscope. Indium dendrites located near the very end of
the tip can be obtained with a low, but acceptable, success rate, but we
rarely obtained a single indium dendrite at the very end of the Ir-Pt
tip. The mechanical resonance of the fork is excited with a piezoelectric
tube, which served the purpose of dithering where the tuning fork and

the tip are vibrated parallel to the sample surface. When the tip just
contacts the SAM surface, the amplitude and frequency of the oscillation
decrease, and this can be used to sense the presence of the surface.
Thus, the tip can be moved to the substrate and positioned fairly rapidly.
The tip is then retracted slightly (∼10-20 nm) and moved to a different
location on the SAM. The SPM is then operated in the current-
measurement mode as a function of voltage or distance with the
feedback loop turned off. Thei-V curves were obtained by sweeping
the potential of the tip with respect to the Au substrate at a scan rate
of 6 V/s over the desired potential range and recording the current, as
the tip again approached toward the SAM, this time in small steps (1.0-
3.5 Å each step). We measured the current that flowed across the SAM
in response to changes in bias voltage while the tip approached stepwise
toward the surface of a SAM on Au. Before the tip contacts the
molecules in the SAM, essentially no current in excess of the noise
level (∼0.2 pA) flowed. The constant background current observed
during voltage scan is mainly associated with the capacitive charging
of the system. When a current greater than a few times the noise level
flowed across the SAM, the first and several subsequenti-V curves
were recorded. Thei-d curves were obtained by biasing the tip at a
fixed potential and approaching it slowly (∼10 Å/s) toward the surface
of a SAM and measuring the current flowing through the junction as
a function of tip displacement. All measurements were carried out at
room temperature (25.0( 0.5 °C) under dried argon in the dark.

Results and Discussion

Electron transport across metal tip-SAM-metal junctions
depends strongly on the position of the Fermi level of the metal
electrodes relative to the lowest unoccupied molecular orbital
(LUMO) and the highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO)
of the molecular bridge. When the difference in energy between
the LUMO and the Fermi level is large, electron transport occurs
by superexchange,9 i.e., electron tunneling mediated by interac-
tion between two contacts and unoccupied orbitals of the organic
bridge separating them. In this case, the current increases
exponentially with decreasing distance and is characterized by
a relatively largeâ value; For example,â values of 1.1-1.4
Å-1 for SAMs of alkylthiols6,8,10have been measured by SPM
techniques and discussed extensively and will not be considered
further here. When the Fermi level approaches the energy of
the molecular orbital of the molecular bridge, a “resonance”
effect can take place and the conduction of electrons will occur
through the MOs, which are affected by interaction with the
contacts and with the applied voltage.9,19,20 In this case, the
current is less distance-dependent and thei-V characteristic
depends strongly on the molecular structure. We will focus on
the latter case in the following discussion, especially of those
SAMs containing electroactive nitro- or amino-based substituent
groups that can act as an electron or hole “trap”.10

(a) Effect of Headgroups and Tip Materials at the Tip/
SAM Interface on VTH. The nature of the electronic contact
to the molecules is important in both conventional and single-
molecule devices,21 as well as in organic LEDs and FETs. The
interfacial energetics need to be considered. For a molecular
wire, the anchoring and headgroups chosen should form an
ohmic, i.e., barrierless, contact at the (SAM/contact) interface.
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571. Hipps, K. W.Science2001, 294, 536. Cui, X. D.; Primak, A.; Zarate,
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Figure 1. Schematic representation of the measurement and formation of
a MIM junction with a tuning fork-based SPM tip containing a SAM on
Au.
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However, for a molecular memory device, the introduction of
a proper anchoring group at the (SAM/substrate) interface or a
functional headgroup at the other interface may allow the
creation of a barrier that leads to the MO localization that is
required for the device to function.

We have previously10 briefly addressed the effects of the
anchoring group at the (substrate/SAM) interface on the electric
behavior of OPE or OP backbone-based SAMs. For nitro-based
OPs or OPEs, e.g., a SAM of 2′,5′-dinitro-4,4′-bis(phenylethy-
nyl)-1-benzenethiolate,VII , reversible peak-shapedi-V curves
could be obtained (seeSupporting Information ). The peak
positions show small variations ((0.1 V) in position that are
nearly independent of the current amplitudes; the latter show
much more significant fluctuations among the different scans
due to the gap variation and the strong distance dependence of
the current. The peak positions were characteristic of the
particular OPE and were potential dependent. The positions were
clearly not random and thus were not caused by stochastic
events, as sometimes seen in STM scans of similar films.

We address here first the effect of the headgroup at the end
benzene ring of 2′-nitro-4,4′-bis(phenylethynyl)-1-benzenethi-
olate, II , on its electric properties. Figure 2A shows onei-V
curve when a Pt tip barely touched the surface of a SAM ofII
on an Au substrate. The current through the film correspondsto
the onset of conduction of the molecule. As shown, when the
negative scan reached about-2.3 V, a current peak of a few

pA was observed. We define this peak potential as the threshold
tip bias (VTH) for electrical conduction. Thisi-V curve also
clearly showed at least one additional current peak in the
negative bias region, which is probably related to the redox
activity of the compound. WithII , an initial scan to positive
tip bias at a fresh location did not show significant current in
the voltage range of 0-3 V (not shown). This demonstrates
the rectifying behavior in the electric conduction of a fresh SAM
of molecules bearing reducible nitro-substituent groups. Notice,
however, that anodic current peaks appeared after the tip was
first scanned to negative bias (see Figure 2A). We refer to this
behavior as the “memory” effect. When the headgroup H atom
of the end benzene ring ofII was replaced with either a strong
electron-withdrawing (reducible) cyano (or nitro) group or a
strong electron-donating (oxidizable) amino group, the shape
of the i-V curve changed considerably. As shown in Figure
2B for III , a cyano headgroup enhanced peak heights at positive
tip bias after the tip was first scanned to negative potentials. A
similar effect (data not shown) was also observed for a nitro
headgroup,IV . In these cases, the current at positive tip bias<
3 V is associated with a reoxidation process following the
negative scan reduction process, since an initial scan to positive
tip bias at a fresh location did not show significant peaks in
this voltage range (compare the current at positive tip bias in
Figure 3A with that in Figure 2B for a reference current at the

Figure 2. Typical first i-V curves for compoundsII (curve A),III (curve
B), andV (curve C) when the Pt tip barely touched the surface of SAMs
on Au. Tip voltage (vs Au substrate) was scanned first from 0 to the negative
limit, back to 0, then to the positive limit and finally stopped at 0 V. Sf
stands for the starting point of the voltage scan (usually 0 V) and the initial
scan direction. The double vertical arrows in curve C show where the first
negativeVTH values are located in the forward and reverse scans.

Figure 3. Typical first i-V curves for compoundsIII (curve A),V (curve
B), andVI (curve C) when the Pt tip barely touched the surface of SAMs
on Au. Tip voltage (vs Au substrate) was scanned from 0 to the positive
limit, back to 0, then to the negative limit and finally stopped at 0 V. Sf
stands for the starting point of the voltage scan (usually 0 V) and the initial
scan direction. The vertical arrows in curves B and C show the location of
the first negativeVTH.
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negative bias) forIII . Notice that we can only discuss the
enhancement of the reoxidation current on a relative basis, since
the absolute peak heights are strongly dependent on the tip/
substrate distance, which varied in different scans. When the
head hydrogen atom of the end benzene ring ofII was replaced
with an oxidizable amino group to formV, electric current peaks
at positive tip bias became more prominent as compared with
that at negative tip bias (see Figure 2C). Notice also that with
V, unlike II and III , an initial scan to positive tip bias at a
fresh location showed some significant peaks at about 2.1 and
2.8 V and one current peak near ca.-2.45 V in the reverse
negative bias region (see Figure 3B). When the head hydrogen
atom was replaced with a blocking-COOCH3 group, as shown
in Figure 3C forVI , no current flowed in the positive tip bias
region and the negativeVTH shifted to a more negative value
(VTH ) -2.79 V) as compared withII (VTH ) -2.3 V). We
summarize the first negative and positiveVTH values of several
compounds in Table 1.

Second, we studied the effect of tip material on the electrical
behavior of a SAM of 2′,5′-dinitro-4,4′-bis(phenylethynyl)-1-
benzenethiolate,VII , on Au. This is important if we are to
understand how to decrease the barrier height for charge

injection, since the electrical behavior of monolayers can be
dominated by parasitic potential drops across the interfaces. We
chose several different metals, ranging from indium (work
function ∼4.1 eV) to iridium (work function 5.6( 0.2 eV),22

as tip materials. Typicali-V curves are shown in Figure 4,
and the first negativeVTH values are summarized in Figure 5.
As shown, the firstVTH values were nearly independent of tip
material, although those that tend to form insulating surface
oxide layers, such as indium and nickel, showed smaller current
flows and slightly more negativeVTH values, i.e., a correspond-
ing larger electron injection barrier height. Notice that in the
same potential range studied the number of cathodic current
peaks observed with In and Ni tips were fewer than seen with
precious metal tips mainly due to the reduced current. The lack

(22) Hölzl, J.; Schulte, F. K Work Functions of Metals. InSolid State Physics;
Höhler, G. Ed.; Springer-Verlag: Berlin, 1979. Riviere, J. C. Work
Function: Measurements and Results. InSolid State Surface Science; Green,
M., Ed.; Decker: New York, 1969; Vol. 1. Miachaelson, H. B.J. Appl.
Phys. 1977, 48, 4729.

Figure 4. Representativei-V curves for compoundVII with different tip materials: curve A for In, curve B for Ni, curve C for Ag, and curve D for Au.
Tip voltage (vs Au substrate) was scanned from 0 to the positive limit, back to 0, then to the negative limit and finally stopped at 0 V. Sf stands for the
starting point of the voltage scan (usually 0 V) and the initial scan direction.

Table 1. Threshold Tip Bias (VTH) for Several Compoundsa,b

compound headgroup
first negative peak

voltage,c V
first positive

peak voltage,d V

II -H -2.30( 0.10
III -CN -2.20( 0.06
IV -NO2 -1.56( 0.15
V -NH2 -2.45( 0.10 +2.18( 0.18

VI -CO2CH3 -2.79( 0.05
VII -1.75( 0.10

a VTH values are taken as the average of 5-25 i-V curves with different
Pt tips at different locations for each compound (standard deviation shown).
Only peaks showing a signal-to-background noise ratio of greater than 2
were used.b SAMs of V and VI are prepared by the base-deprotected
technique and the rest by the acid-deprotected method.c Negative tip bias
scans at locations never previously scanned into the negative voltage regime.
d Positive tip bias scans at locations never previously scanned into the
positive or negative voltage regime.

Figure 5. First negative threshold tip bias,VTH, for VII vs the work function
of tip material.VTH is the average of 7-25 i-V curves for each kind of tip
material with the same film but measured at different locations (standard
deviation shown). Notice that those metals that tend to form insulating
surface oxide layers, such as indium and nickel, show smaller current flows
and slightly more negativeVTH values, i.e., correspond to a larger electron
injection barrier height.
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of correlation betweenVTH of VII and the work function of the
tip material is strikingly different from the experimental results
on superexchange for aliphatic SAMs23 where the interaction
between the metal contact and the molecule is weak, as well as
with theoretical predictions where the electric conduction is
assumed to be mainly via a delocalized MO simultaneously
connecting the molecule to the contact electrodes at both ends.24

However, our results do not exclude the possibility that under
our experimental conditions there might be localized MOs that
allow electron hopping from the tip to those MOs and then from
there to the substrate, analogous to some electron transfer
reactions on electrochemically inert electrodes (see discussions
below).

(b) Distance Dependence of Film Conductance.Third, we
explored the electrical behavior of a SAM as a function of tip/
Au substrate distance at a fixed bias. For all SAMs studied, the
current increased exponentially as the tip penetrated the mono-
layer with decreasing gap,d, between tip and Au substrate
according to an empirical relation of the form of eq 1. Typical
current versus distance (i-d) curves for compoundV at +3.0
V tip bias (versus substrate) are shown in Figure 6. Thed ) 0
position indicates where the tunneling current increases sharply
as the tip touches the gold. In Table 2, we summarize these
empiricalâ values for different SAMs and tip materials at a tip
bias of either-3.0 or 3.0 V. As shown, with a Pt tip, the nitro-
based SAMs show lowâ values, ranging from 0.34 Å-1 for
VII to 0.50 Å-1 for III as compared to hexadecanethiol (1.37
Å-1, as reported in ref 10) at-3.0 V tip bias. The SAM with
an amino headgroup,V, had the lowestâ value of 0.16 Å-1 at
a tip bias of 3.0 V. CompoundsIV andVII showed similarâ
values, although the addition of a nitro headgroup (compound
IV ) shiftedVTH substantially positive as compared toVII . Notice
also that, similar to the behavior ofVTH, theâ value ofVII at
a -3.0 V tip bias was nearly independent of the tip material.

Thus, theâ values reported here seem to reflect some relation
between the molecular electrical properties and the electronic
structure of the molecules. A theoretical model that relates
molecular structure to molecular electrical behavior would be
very helpful for interpreting theseâ values.

Furthermore, interfacial energetics is not the only factor to
consider in charge transport through a molecule. Both electronic
coupling and charge and nuclear-coordinate relaxation dynamics
are also important.25,26During the passage of an electron through
a molecule, the strong electric field effect may lead to the
formation of a molecular polaron27 or localized MOs,28 when a
strong electron-accepting or electron-donating group is present.
This might account for the existence of a long-lived “radical
anion” state that permits “charge trapping”, which is discussed
in the following section. Even after the decay of the molecular
polaron or radical ion, the resulting excitation in nuclear
coordinates, as well as environmental effects (e.g., from contact
pressure)29 and thermal fluctuations, may lead to meta-stable
structural or conformational changes to produce the “switching”
behavior.30

(c) Charge Storage and Lateral Electron Hopping.An
important issue with these kinds of films in connection with
the possible construction of memory devices is the elucidation
of the mechanism of the “memory” effect. In our earlier paper
we proposed that one mechanism involves lateral hopping
of charge in the film, in addition to the resonant tunneling
through the molecular chains to the Au substrate (see Scheme
1 and Figure 11 in ref 10b). Here we provide additional
experiments that support this charge storage mechanism ob-
served for nitro-based SAMs10 and demonstrate that this effect
is a function of the composition of a mixed SAM of compounds
I andVII . As shown in Table 3, the thickness of mixed SAMs
is essentially independent of their composition and the
nature of the substrate (Si or glass) on which the Au and SAM
are deposited. As with the previously describedi-V measure-
ments, the tip bias was scanned negatively from 0 to-3.0 V
and then back to 0 V with the tip barely touching the surface

(23) Beebe, J. M.; Engelkes, V. B.; Miller, L. L.; Frisbie, C. D.J. Am. Chem.
Soc. 2002, 124, 11268.

(24) Seminario, J. M.; De La Cruz, C. E.; Derosa, P. A.J. Am. Chem. Soc.
2001, 123, 5616.

(25) Kuznetsov, A. M.; Ulstrup, J.J. Inclus. Phenom. Macrocy. Chem. 1999,
35, 45.

(26) Cornil, J.; Karzazi, Y.; Bredas, J. L.J. Am. Chem. Soc. 2002, 124, 3516.
(27) Silinsh, E. A.; Capek, V.Organic Molecular Crystals: Interaction,

Localization, and Transport Phenomena; AIP Press: Woodbury, 1994.
(28) Bredas, J. L. and co-worker, private communication.
(29) See, for example: Lang, H. P.; Thommen-Geiser, V.; Guentherodt, H. J.

Synth. Met. 1996, 77, 161. Joachim, C.; Gimzewski, J. K.Proc. IEEE1998,
86, 184. Son, K. A.; Kim, H. I.; Houston, J. E.Phys. ReV. Lett. 2001, 86,
5357.

(30) Donhauser, Z. J.; Mantooth, B. A.; Kelly, K. F.; Bumm, L. A.; Monnell,
J. D.; Stapleton, J. J.; Price, D. W. Jr.; Rawlett, A. M.; Allara, D. L.; Tour,
J. M.; Weiss, P. S.Science2001, 292, 2303.

Figure 6. Typical (current vs tip displacement) curves at+3.0 V tip bias
(vs substrate) for a SAM of compoundV on Au: (A) in a linear scale; (B)
in a semi-natural logarithmic scale.

Table 2. â Values of Some Compounds as a Function of Tip
Material and Bias (with respect to Au substrate)a

compound tip material â at − 3.0 V, Å-1 â at + 3.0 V, Å-1

III Pt 0.50( 0.09
IV Pt 0.38( 0.03
V Pt 0.16( 0.02

VI Pt 0.44( 0.06
VII Pt 0.34( 0.03
VII Ir 0.33( 0.03
VII Ni 0.31( 0.02
VII Au 0.32( 0.04
VII Ag 0.26( 0.03
VII In 0.30( 0.02

a The average of 5-15 points with standard deviation shown.
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of SAM. With or without an intermittent delay,td, the tip
was then scanned to positive potentials several times from 0 to
+3.0 and then back to 0 V. The ratioQa/Qc ) Y, whereQc is
total charge in the peaks in the negative bias region andQa is
in the positive bias region after the negative scan, was calculated.
Qa andQc were obtained by integrating the current (after the
correction for the background current) with respect to time
under the current peaks in the anodic or cathodic bias region.
Figures 7B and 7C show two consecutive positive scans for
an acid-promoted mixed SAM ofVII and I (mole ratioVII :I
) 3:1 in the solution for SAM preparation)31 from 0 to+3.0 V
at the same spot after a single initial negative tip scan from 0
to -3.0 V with td ) 0 s (see Figure 7A). All three curves were
recorded at the same tip-substrate distance. For clarity, we show
only the forward scans of thei-V curves. As shown, while
current peaks were observed in the first positive scan after
the initial negative scan, these disappeared in a subsequent
positive scan. These results demonstrate the memory effect of
these nitro-based SAMs. The value ofQa/Qc for this mixed SAM
with td ) 0 s is ∼0.25 as compared to∼0.38 for a SAM of
pureVII . The normalizedQa/Qc values,Y/Y0 (whereY0 ) (Qa/
Qc)X)1 ) 0.38), as a function of mole fraction,X, of VII are
summarized in Figure 8. As shown, whenX is less than∼0.4,
this ratio is small, and it increases with larger values ofX
according to the approximate relation

This “percolation-like” composition-dependent relation suggests
that the charge storage phenomenon observed here forVII
involves an electric conduction process of dimensionality greater
than 1. More specifically, it is consistent with a lateral electron-
hopping process along the SAM plane from the localized MOs
to the vicinity of the tip-contact area. Charges localized under
the tip will mainly tunnel to the substrate, so asX goes to 0, no

charge will be stored. With lateral electron hopping, more
charges will move away from the tip location to the near
neighborhood with a greater amount of the “conductive” nitro
molecule,VII . This favors a larger relative amount of charge
available for read-out. As the surface concentration of the nitro
compound is diluted with the alkylthiol, the probability of lateral
charge transport decreases. Consistent with this result, we also
observed thatQa/Qc decreases as the delay time between the
end of the negative sweep and the start of the positive one,td,
increases. For a SAM of pureVII , Qa/Qc decreased from∼0.38
for td ) 0 s to∼0.25 fortd ) 0.2 s to<0.05 fortd ) 2 s. With
the feedback loop off, we can only carry out experiments with

(31) Voltammograms of mixed SAMs ofI andVII in acetonitrile containing
0.1 M tetrabutylammonium fluoroborate show two reduction waves at
halfwave potentials of about-0.69 and-0.92 V vs sodium SCE (SSCE).
The heights of the waves are nearly proportional to the molar fraction,X,
of VII in the solution for SAM preparation when it is greater than 0.5.
Those waves are less clear whenX is smaller than 0.4. Electrochemistry
of these kinds of compounds dissolved in solution or prepared as SAMs
is currently under investigation, and detailed results will be reported
elsewhere.

Table 3. Thickness and Qa/Qc Values of Mixed SAMs of I and VII
Prepared by the Acid-Deprotected Method

mol % of VIIa substrateb thickness, nm Qa/Qc ()Y)c

100 Au/Si 2.1 0.38( 0.04
100 Au/glass 2.3 0.38( 0.04
95 Au/Si 2.3 0.37( 0.06
91 Au/Si 2.3 0.33( 0.04
75 Au/glass 2.2 0.25( 0.04
60 Au/glass 2.1 0.13( 0.03
50 Au/Si 2.1 0.10( 0.04
40 Au/glass 1.5 N.A.
33 Au/Si 2.1 0.05( 0.03
25 Au/glass 2.2 0.05( 0.03
9 Au/Si 2.3 0.02( 0.02
0 Au/glass 2.4 N.A.
0 Au/Si 2.2 N.A.

a Composition of the solutions for SAM preparation.b 20-25 nm
Cr adhesion layer was used between Au (160-200 nm thick) and Si
or glass substrate.c The average of 5-10 scans with standard deviation
shown.

Y/Y0 ) (X - 0.34)1.2 (2)

Figure 7. (A) Single i-V curve at a Pt tip for an initial negative tip scan
from 0 to -3.0 V for an acid-promoted mixed SAM ofVII and I (mole
ratio VII :I ) 3:1 in the solution for SAM preparation). (B and C) Two
consecutive positive scans from 0 to+3.0 V after the initial negative scan
A (td ) 0 s). For clarity, only forward scans are shown. Sf stands for the
starting point of the voltage scan (usually 0 V) and the scan direction.

Figure 8. NormalizedQa/Qc (Y/Y0) for mixed SAMs of I and VII as a
function of mole fraction,X, of VII in the solutions for their preparation.
Qc andQa are the total charges in the peaks in the negative and positive
bias regions, respectively. Symbols are experimental data, and the line is
the fitting above a thresholdX ) 0.34 based on eq 2.
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td of only a few seconds because of thermal drift of the tip.
Notice that in any case,Qc is substantially greater thanQa in
magnitude, suggesting that the resonant tunneling down the
molecular chains beneath the tip is still a dominant process as
compared to the lateral electron hopping.

Conclusions

From these experiments, we conclude that the molecular
conductance depends strongly on the structure of the molecules,
e.g., the nature of the electroactive headgroup (at the end
benzene ring ofII) . We show that the first negative or positive
VTH depends strongly on the headgroup. The first negativeVTH

ranges from ca.-1.7 V for dinitro compound,VII , to ca.-2.8
V for VI . The introduction of an oxidizable amino group as
the headgroup of the end benzene ring ofII favors the electric
conduction at positive tip bias as compared to a negative one,
and in this case, we can observe relatively significant positive
current without scanning the tip to a negative bias first. These
experiments demonstrate not only the NDR effect but also the

rectifying behavior of the electric conduction of a fresh SAM
of these molecules. We confirmed the memory effect observed
for nitro-based molecules. The experimental results on the
memory effect of the mixed SAMs ofI andVII suggest that
lateral electron hopping is significant and this lateral “cross talk”
between individual molecular wires is important in the design
of molecular electronic devices.
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